Abstract. Defect prediction is not a new sub-field of software engineering. However, in this field, there are various research problems that are still attractive for many researchers. Cross-project defect prediction (CPDP), which is one of the popular issues of defect prediction, is still intriguing. To address this problem, generally instances or feature-focused experiments are performed but there is a lack of novel pre-processing methods. The main objective of this work is to propose a fuzzy clustering method that is based on complexity in CPDP. It helps selecting training data of CPDP. Hence, an opportunity that provides comparing static code and process metrics emerges. In this work, complexity-based fuzzy clustering that helps to select training instances of CPDP is proposed for process metrics. In the method, fuzzy membership levels are associated with a complexity value based on process metrics. In the experiment, 18 data sets including static code and process metrics together are employed. The findings of the experiment show that although static code metrics perform better than process metrics in terms of area under the curve (AUC), process metrics outperforms static code metrics in matthew's correlation coefficient (MCC) and F-measure parameters. Furthermore, in accordance with the used data sets, it has been detected that there is not any linear model among process metrics including number of revisions (NR), number of modified lines (NML), and number of distinct committers (NDC). This work asserts that the approach on the basis of training instance selection of CPDP yields remarkable success in process metrics. Moreover, in overall performance, process metrics are rather suitable for clustering-based instance selection.
Introduction
Software defect prediction is conducted based on software metrics (Moser et al., 2008; Romano and Pinzger, 2011; Menzies et al., 2010) . It is widely known that two types of metrics are commonly used: static code and process metrics (Shihab et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2009; Nagappan et al., 2005) . Initially, static code metrics had gained a great popularity but methods developed for process metrics have shown a great growth over the last decade (Lee et al., 2016; Rahman and Devanbu, 2013). 32Öztürk CPDP is one of the defect prediction sub-working fields and maintains its validity. Software metrics are the origin of many difficulties while performing CPDP. For instance, metric heterogeneity is of great importance for the reliability of prediction results. Researchers show intensive effort to handle metric matching problem in heterogeneous software metrics. However, it may not be sufficient to match only software metrics in order to perform a consistent prediction process. In addition to this, practitioners should take pre-processing methods into account during this process. In doing so, not only proper training instances of CPDP can be selected, but also heterogeneous defect prediction can be facilitated. Sophisticated and exhaustive experiments are required to achieve this purpose.
CPDP is twofold: instance and feature-focused works. Further, hybrid methods are also employed in CPDP (Xia et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016) . However, instance-focused works mainly include novel prediction models and there are few works that especially bring novelty in terms of data pre-processing (Li et al., 2017) . Data sets are exposed to various pre-processing methods in software defect prediction. The main purpose of those methods could be noise filtering (Kim et al., 2011) , sampling (Li et al., 2012) , clustering (Jureczko et al., 2010) , and normalization .
Generally, a great number of pre-processing studies have been done in literature in which they are employed on a specific data set group. However, the effectiveness of pre-processing methods has not been considered depending on the types of metrics. Moreover, few works examined the efficacy of preprocessing methods in prediction performance. One of them is clustering. It is an unsupervised method that divides a given data sets into clusters. Despite a large amount of clustering alternatives, a decision should be taken by considering the characteristic of data sets. Some deficiencies originated from the software development process emerge during gathering the information of data sets. These deficiencies may cause misleading labeling of data set instances. Therefore, fuzzy clustering could provide a better insight for the data sets. In our preceding work (Ozturk, 2017), a complexity-based fuzzy clustering was developed for static code metrics. This work differs in determining the levels of fuzziness membership and the type of metrics.
Defect prediction data could have noisy instances. A noisy instance can be defined as an instance having wrong label that adversely affect prediction accuracy. They create adverse affects in testing process of a machine learning algorithm. To address this problem, whether checking the type of the data sets, they should be exposed to a reliable instance selection process. Fuzzy-rule based methods are preferable in such cases (Mendel et al. 2017; Ashfaq et al., 2017) . They divide a data set into training and testing sets. However, some selected instances are labeled both for defective and non-defective due to noisiness. Such gray-labeled instances are used in twofold. In this way, practitioners can achieve a much more clear bias about the labels of the instances.
In this work, a novel fuzzy clustering method relying on the complexity of process metrics is proposed for selecting CPDP training data sets. This work also discusses how does fuzzy clustering yield favorable results in static code and process metrics depending on the complexity. complexFuzzy is the basis for the method presented in this paper. It was tried on static code metrics in the preceding work. CPDP has taken a great attention especially with regard to heterogeneity. Investigating static code and process metrics together in CPDP via clustering is also of crucial importance for the researchers who are focused on the heterogeneity of software metrics.
The contribution and the novelty of the paper can be summarized as follows: 1. It is investigated whether process metrics have linear models. 2. A fuzzy clustering method is presented for process metrics. 3. Complexity-based fuzzy clustering is evaluated in process and static code metrics through some performance parameters. 4. The success of CPDP is discussed in process metrics via training instances selected with complexity-based fuzzy clustering.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the literature. Section 3 details the method. Prediction and evaluation are presented in Section 4. The findings of the experiment are in Section 5. The effects of these findings are discussed in Section 6. Conclusion and future works are given in Section 7.
Literature review
The main aim of this section is to give information about the works which investigate the relationship between process metrics and software quality. In addition to this, summarizing literature explains specific reason why process metrics should regarded in the methods developed for defect prediction data sets.
It is widely known that static code metrics had been commonly used in initiative defect prediction works . The primary reason is that some metric standards such as Halstead (Bailey and Dingee, 1981) and McCabe (Curtis et al., 1979) were designed for static code metrics. However, diversifying software development models (Clarke et al., 2016; Abrahamsson et al., 2017; Gousios et al., 2014) and considering other factors of software development revealed process metrics.
Developer behavior varies in open-source and industrial software projects. Process metrics were examined in detail once this case was noticed. It was observed that industrial project are far more preferable than open-source projects for process metrics (Madeyski and Jureczko, 2015) . Moreover, the most effective process metrics should be detected via multi-correlation analysis rather than binary analysis. Micro-interaction metrics were developed for illustrating implications of developers in software defect prediction (Lee et al., 2016) . They can be defined a sub-type of process metrics. Although these metrics greatly contribute classification, they could only be tested on single software project. It is expected that prediction models show better performance in increasing software versions. This success is directly related to the used software metrics. Rahman ve Devanbu (Rahman and Devanbu, 2013) stated that static code metrics are more stagnant than process metrics. They also detected that static code metrics do not evolve in varied number of defects. Thus, process metrics should be considered for each prediction model.
Code review process also makes contribution for process metrics. Poorly reviewed codes create an adverse effect on software quality (Wiese et al., 2014; Faucault et al., 2014) . It is not negligible that social metrics are of great importance for prediction models as well as code review. While some of them produce favorable results, some of 34Öztürk them do not. For instance, as the number of developers increases, defectiveness becomes seriously challenged.
Though ownership metrics, which are closely related to process metrics, cannot be defined as process metrics, their effects on software quality were investigated in preceding works (Faucault et al., 2014) . According to the obtained results, ownership metrics have a poor efficacy on software quality. It is known among researchers that static code and process metrics yield similar results in terms of prediction performance (Stanic and Afzal, 2017) . However, process metrics include some leading metrics that produce remarkable success (for instance: NDC). Churn metric (Layman et al., 2008) , which is one of the process metrics, yielded favorable results in terms of prediction accuracy. This case is an indicator that each intervention to software development creates a favorable or unfavorable effect on software quality.
The works proposing new methods to gather process metrics are needed in this field. Extracting process metrics during software development is an effort-intensive operation if there is a lack of record. To solve this problem, Gyimesi (Peter, 2017) developed an automated tool that computes process metrics in each phase of software development. This tool is able to compute process metrics through a graph database. The method was tested with some classifiers and RandomForest was found to be best. The reason may be the structure of RandomForest that it converts data to trees. In summary, the methods examining process metrics have become popular among researchers. Coding tendencies of development teams give tips to evaluate process metrics. Therefore, process metrics should be regarded along with theoric approaches and related experiments.
Method
In this section, essentials of complexity formula of process metrics, experimental data sets and developed fuzzy clustering algorithm are detailed. These operations require sophisticated statistical methods and rely on a powerful metric value observation as well.
Data sets
18 open-source data sets have been used in the experiment. These data sets also have different versions of same project. Further, static code and process metrics are together in the data sets (Madeyski and Jureczko, 2015) . However, some metrics such as micro interaction are not involved in th experiment so that in its current design, the experiment cannot achieve the ultimate comprehensiveness in terms of the data sets. Micro interaction metrics are planned to be adopted in improved versions of the paper.
In order to reveal the relationship between those metrics and bugs should be examined in detail. To this end, connected scatterplot can be used. However, a data sheet could be generated to gather all the values of the data sets. In this sheet, statistical analysis can be conducted via regression and other methods. Hence, the fundamentals of complexity-based fuzzy clustering can be explained well.
The values of process metrics of the data sets are not complete for all projects. This case also creates a threat for the validity. Madeyski et al. (Madeyski and Jureczko, 2015) also used those data sets and it is clear that they were incomplete in their experiment. Note that sharing data corpus is so important in software engineering studies. Hence, the deficiencies of data sets can be removed or a window of opportunity is opened to work on complete data sets.
In Table 2 , values of all the projects are presented. This table also includes different versions of a same project. The number of instances and process metric values are available in this table. For instance, in "ant", merely 1568 instances have NR records that it has 2442 instances. Table 1 gives used metrics with their definitions and types. There are 24 software metrics. 4 out of 24 metrics are of process metrics.
Statistical analysis of process metrics
The main aim of the analyzes presented in this section is to determine whether a threat is available for the formula generated with three process metrics. The corresponding formula is seen in Equation 2. A three-phase analysis process is designed. First of them is linear model analysis. This analysis helps to detect whether a linear model is available among process metrics. Second is scatterplot. It demonstrates that grid value endpoints are not compatible with metric values that prove nonlinearity. Third is kernel density analysis. It helps estimate the unknown probability distribution of a random variable that is taken from a sample of points. Thanks to this analysis, a nonparametric test can be applied on experimental metric set. Analyzed mathematical model is seen in Equation 1. zs are the coefficients of dependent variables. xs are dependent variables and they predict independent variable. The error of the model is represented with e. Normal Q-Q indicates whether residuals have a normal distribution. Scale-Location looks for equal variances. If there is a straight line, variance is equal. Cook's distance gives the magnitude of the effects of the cases on regression analysis. In the figure, the magnitude is significant. The details of linear model analysis are shown in Table 3 . It can be clearly seen from Figure 1 that the linearity among process metrics is reasonably poor.
To better understand the underlying structure of the formula adapted to process metrics, regression and scatterplot analyzes are conducted. The corresponding metrics should be opposite to a linear relationship. The relationships are presented with scatterplot.
Another analysis that investigates whether there is a linear model between variables is scatterplot. If there is a linear model, fitted plane should be available. In Figure 2 and 3, an example scattterplot and the scatterplot of NR-NDC-NML are presented, respectively. It can be known from Figure 3 that fitted plane is not as desired. In the Figure 3 , as grid does not comply with extreme values, it is difficult to say that there is a linear model between three process metrics. On the contrary, double examination of the metrics may disprove this assertion. Note that these analyzes supports the assertion that there is not any linear relation between three metrics. In order to apply non-parametric tests on data sets, it should be investigated whether data sets have a normal distribution. To this end, kernel density analysis is performed with three process metrics. Figure 4 shows that corresponding metrics have not a normal distribution. 
Algorithm 1 complexFuzzy Algorithm
Step1:Input all instances as p(x,y) with clusters, fuzziness, and coEfficient. Step2: Define membership matrix U depending on the number of instances and the number of clusters.
Step3: Iterate through all instances to create initial U matrix. 
Algorithm
First version of complexFuzzy had used static code metrics including WMC, LCOM, and RFC. In this study, coEf f icient of complexFuzzy is calculated using NR, NML, 40Öztürk and NDC. The steps presented in Algorithm 1 and its preceding version is the same except for complexity-based fuzziness computation. While p(x, y) denotes the instances, U is the membership matrix of clusters. They are represented with c and dif f refers to the distance from points to the cluster. In
Step 3, coEf f icient affecting the level of membership is calculated. Cluster values of all instances are re-calculated by comparing with max. The difference emerges in the computation of coEf f icient. In this computation, complexFuzzy had used static code metrics. Rather, a modified version of complexFuzzy has been designed. That formula is seen in Equation 2. In the formula, NR and NML are in numerator. The reason is that the number of revision and the number of modified code lines have similar correlation with complexity. However, these calculations are inversely proportional with NR. In other words, they are performed depending on the discrete commit count.
Prediction and evaluation
Prediction experiment is established in accordance with CPDP configurations. For this purpose, combinations of CPDP are utilized. First, training data groups are selected by developed algorithm for each data set. Mean prediction performance is then recorded in which training data groups are tested on the other data sets. This process is repeated for SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and C4.5 algorithms. 10*10 cross-validation is conducted to obtain prediction results. In 10 fold cross-validation, a data set is divided into 10 sub-sets. For each iteration, one sub-set is used for testing and the others are utilized in training. During this process, testing sub-set is changed and average error is computed. Since total CPDP operations is n = 18, 306 is the number of predictions calculated with combinationCount = n * (n − 1).
Performance parameters recorded during the experiment are F-measure, MCC, and AUC. The corresponding values are of the average of four predictors. AUC is area under the curve of receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The formulas of other parameters are presented in Table 4 . Table 4 : Performance parameters used in the experiment.
name formula
Experimental details of hardware and software of the study are seen in Table 5 . As seen from this table, the experiment has been completed with two programming environments including C# and R package. These platforms have different advantages when they are employed in a software engineering case study. C# is easy to implement. On the other hand, R package has powerful options to conduct a statistical analysis with a machine learning model. 
Results
Initially, it should be determined that what sort of tests to be used to evaluate the results. First of them is ROC. In this analysis, static code metrics yielded better results than process metrics in CPDP. Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the results. Data sets are composed of the same metrics that this case may have affected the results. Despite the fact that there is not any need for matching metrics to handle with heterogeneity, static code metrics are better than process metrics in terms of AUC if training instances are taken from a clustering method. However, the results need to be tested on some industrial data sets to generalize the bias.
MCC values of two algorithms obtained on static code and process metrics are presented in Table 6 . These values are the mean of results recorded in CPDP combinations. During the experiment, all the training data groups have been generated using complexity-based fuzzy clustering. As known from the results, process metrics, which are not superior to static code metrics in AUC, outperformed static code metrics in MCC. The churn in MCC values may have originated from the scale of the data sets and project characteristics. Table 7 compares F-measure results of all the data sets both in static code and process metrics. Overall, static code metrics produced worse results than static code metrics except five data sets. In Section 3.2, it is demonstrated that process metrics of the experiments have not a normal distribution. Therefore, F-measure results are exposed to Clif f sDelta that is one of the non-parametric tests. To conduct this test, a dominance matrix δ is generated. Each value of this matrix emerges by using Equation 3 of two observation groups. One of three values is added to the matrix by comparing two data groups. If this operation is completed for all values of data groups, this means that matrix is full. In the matrix, n denotes the number of column and m denotes the number of rows. With these parameters, Equation 4 is applied. As the value becomes close to +1, the magnitude of the effect increases. This test compares the magnitude of two vectorial result groups. The result of the test is taken with Clif f sDelta = 
Threats to validity
In this section, elements that threat the validity are presented by comparing the challenges encountered during the experiment. Firstly, the values of NR, NML, and NDC of data sets are incomplete. In some instances, values are not specified. The method proposed in this study works with numeric values. Thus, missing values are assigned to "0" to disregard incompleteness. Because, values to be assigned should not affect the statistical analyzes of metric values.
Second, the experiment is focused on three different process metrics. The corresponding metrics do not include any other process metric. Although this case creates a threat for the validity, as the number of parameters that affects membership function of fuzzy clustering increases, the algorithm becomes more complex. To address this problem, if a great number of metrics are available, they can be minimized with conducting a feature selection operation.
Throughout the paper, process and static code metrics are compared over two versions of fuzzy clustering. Success rates of two different clustering are evaluated in CPDP. Concretely, the generality of the results can be validated by applying various clustering methods. All the data sets have same metric set. Thus, despite having ho44Öztürk 
Conclusion and future remarks
In this study, a fuzzy-clustering algorithm is proposed for selecting training data of CPDP. The algorithm updates the values of membership function based on the complexity of process metrics. The experiment including 18 data sets evaluates the performance of four different classifiers in three performance parameters. In summary, while static code metrics produce better results in AUC, process metrics surpassed static code metrics in F-measure and MCC. In the experiment, 10*10 cross-validation is performed in other data sets after training data group of each data set is selected. Process metrics yielded high CPDP results especially in xerces and prop3 data sets. In general, process metrics outperformed static code metrics in training data groups that are selected with fuzzy clustering. Furthermore, any linear model was not found in the process metrics used in the experiment. It is expected that this work will close significant gap in CPDP with regard to the training instance selection.
In future works, the comprehensiveness of complexity formula utilized in fuzzyclustering may be extended by adding new process metrics. Last, proposed formula is planned to adapt to micro-interaction and ownership metrics.
